Addendum #2

Timnath Police Services Building – Design RFP

Date: 3/11/19

Please allow this correspondence to serve as clarification to questions from design professionals regarding the Timnath Police Services Building.

1. What firm did the 2016 study? Thorpe Associates
2. Please elaborate on how these needs have changed and what the current needs are if possible? The growth of the Town has created a need for the user to re-evaluate the size and potential functions of the building
3. Are you interested in designing a high performance building? We will consider key sustainable features throughout the design and construction process.
4. Have funds been secured for this project? Yes
5. Has the town toured police stations to see what other towns have done? If so what stations did the Town like? The Town has toured a few local facilities. Their key design preferences will be further developed during the conceptual design phase.

- See attached AIA B103 – Rev 1
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